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Abstract|This paper discusses the possible appli-
cations of web-based computing, which is based on In-
ternet protocol, distributed processing and Java pro-
gramming, for the analysis of large scale interconnected
power systems. The discussion is carried out in view
of the new open energy market demands and the low
cost, high availability and expandability, interoperabil-
ity, and computational speed-up that can be achieved
by using web-based computing, as this technology per-
mits sharing of data and computing resources across
the whole system, as well as allows for the possibil-
ity of running applications in parallel. A web-based
distributed application for short-term load forecasting
is proposed, implemented and tested as an example
to demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of using
web-based computing in power system applications.
Keywords: Web-computing, distributed processing,

Java, SCADA/EMS, short-term load forecasting.

I. Introduction

Large power systems usually expand and cover large ge-
ographical regions comprising multiple areas, which are
referred to as districts in this paper. Each district has
its own power system analysis packages and Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and Energy Man-
agement System (EMS) in operation. These computer
systems, provided by di�erent vendors, run on di�erent
hardware and software platforms, and usually have di�er-
ent con�gurations and applications. With the new open
power market polices being implemented throughout the
world, and particularly in North America, higher compu-
tational and communication demands are being put onto
existing SCADA/EMS systems to allow for feasible and
pro�table energy transactions among the di�erent market
players [1]l; this is due to the need for speedy data sharing
and increased demand for real-time control applications
for the \optimal" operation of the grid. These computa-
tional problems must be resolved at the minimumpossible
costs, as utilities would like to protect large investments in
existing legacy hardware and software.
Web-based computing, i.e., Internet protocols, distrib-

uted processing and Java programming, is at a stage that it
now allows to provide an adequate solution to the concerns
expressed above, as it makes the following ideas possible:

1. Build a widely distributed open system made up of
a variety of computational systems operating on dis-
similar platforms, so that more extensive data and
applications can be shared easily and exibly.

2. Build a distributed computing environment so that
operation and computing can be performed in parallel
by using geographically distributed resources.

Distributed processing has been studied and used in
power system applications for quite some time now (exam-
ples of some recent publications in the area are [2, 3, 4])

. The use of web-based computing in power systems,
on the other hand, is a more recent trend that is slowly
gaining popularity. For example, in [5], Internet-based
client/server concepts are used to monitor transmission
substations. In [6], the authors introduce an Internet-
based energy trading system which allows buyers and sell-
ers of energy to freely engage in trading activities over a
wide range of energy sources, products and geographical
regions. The authors in [7] apply Java for the interactive
learning of power system stability on the web. In [8], a re-
mote power ow is introduced as a simulation environment
for power system analysis and for educational purposes via
the Internet. The authors in [5, 6] mainly use web tech-
nologies for information access and exchange, whereas in
[7, 8], Java applets are used to run client applications via
the Internet.
The current paper �rst introduces some basic concepts

of web-based computing and then discusses the possible
applications of this technology for power system analysis
and operation. The implementation of a short-term load
forecasting program is discussed and an example is run to
demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of web-based
computing in power system applications.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II briey in-

troduces basic concepts of web-based computing and Java.
Potential web-based power system applications are dis-
cussed in Section III. Section IV describes the implemen-
tation and use of a web-based, distributed short-term load
forecasting application as an example of web-based com-
puting in power systems. Finally, Section V draws conclu-
sions and discusses future research directions.

II. Web Technologies

A. Web-based Computing

Web technologies enable communication between dis-
similar computers over a large geographical region via In-
tranet or Internet. These provide a general distributed
computing environment, so that distributed applications
can be implemented on it to exploit cheap but powerful
parallel virtual machines [9]. Thus, web-based comput-
ing permits data sharing and computing over a large sys-
tem range on heterogeneous hardware and software plat-
forms, permitting the execution of a number of opera-
tions simultaneously. This technology is basically based
on client/server paradigms and concurrent programming.
A simple mode of web-based computing is the case where

a client machine invokes a program installed on a server
through the Internet; in this case, the data has to be passed
from the client to the server while the program still runs
on the server. Another simple mode is the case where a
client machine requests the server to deliver a program to
it via the Internet; in this mode, the program runs on a
client and uses the client's local data. A more attractive
and important mode suitable for computational intensive
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Fig. 1. Parallel web-based computing mode.

applications is shown in Fig. 1. The application is divided
into several subtasks; some are executed in parallel and
others in series. The whole application is implemented on
the web, with one machine acting as the master and the
others as slaves. Parallel parts are executed simultaneously
by di�erent slaves while series parts run on the master; the
slaves are coordinated by the master.
Compared to traditional parallel/distributed comput-

ing, web-based computing can be performed at much lower
costs and at comparable computational speed-up, is easily
available and highly expandable, and is relatively easy to
maintain and update.

B. Java

Java is a general-purpose, high-level programming lan-
guage and a powerful software platform [10]. The Java
platform provides a fundamentally new model of comput-
ing that is very appropriate for large, geographically dis-
tributed, dissimilar, loosely interconnected computational
systems, as is the case with power networks.
It is an object-oriented portable language that can run

on heterogeneous operating systems, computing and hard-
ware platforms. Java Remote Method Invocation (RMI)
allows an object running in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
to invoke methods on an object running in a di�erent JVM
[10]. These features make web-based applications possi-
ble and easy to implement, allowing sharing of computing
resources via Intranet or Internet. Furthermore, Java al-
lows building applets that can be used as network clients
that communicate with the host where they come from, as
well as built-in concurrency support for parallel operating
and/or computing. Thus, the Java programming language
together with its run time environment is the suitable com-
putational environment for implementing web-based dis-
tributed applications.

III. Web-based Power System Applications

SCADA/EMS systems were introduced to help with the
operation and control of power grids over half a century
ago [11]. The architecture of these systems has evolved
from centralized systems, to functionally distributed sys-
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Fig. 2. Open architecture of SCADA/EMS systems [12].

tems, to the current open systems [12, 13]. The traditional
SCADA/EMS open architecture is based on a LAN [11],
as depicted in Fig. 2.
Large power systems usually cover large geographical

regions composed of several districts. Typically, each dis-
trict has its own SCADA/EMS system in operation. The
SCADA/EMS for the whole interconnected system is lo-
cated on a centralized system control center, whereas for a
district, the SCADA/EMS is located on a district control
center. Due to the growth characteristics of power sys-
tems, the various SCADA/EMS systems that control the
overall network and its districts are usually built during
di�erent years by di�erent vendors; hence, these run on
dissimilar hardware and software platforms and have dif-
ferent system con�gurations. The various SCADA/EMS
systems used to control the grid are typically independent
systems that run separate applications based on their own
data resources, with only limited data communication be-
tween them.
With the deregulation/privatization of the power system

industry, system data is becoming increasingly distributed,
with more stringent and complex operational and control
requirements. Thus, better and faster network applica-
tions are required that allow for wide data sharing and
computing on heterogeneous platforms over a large geo-
graphic region. To be able to meet these increased com-
putational demands, similar SCADA/EMS systems have
been traditionally required; however, with the break up of
integrated utilities and the need for fair participation of all
market agents, this is just not feasible and/or cost e�ec-
tive any more. In this situation, feasible solutions can be
readily provided through web-based computing based on
well-developed Internet protocols, distributed processing
and Java programming.
A possible interconnected computational network for

power system operation and control is shown in Fig. 3. The
network is divided into di�erent districts and market par-
ticipants; the LANs that belong to the di�erent districts,
system control center and other market participants are
all connected to an Intranet or the Internet. Using Java
applets, a machine in one LAN can access programs from
the server in another LAN to execute them locally on its
own data base. This simple mode for sharing computing
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resources is illustrated in Fig. 4. All front ends are im-
plemented as Java applets that connect to servers in the
back end [15]. Hence, application programs do not need
to be installed on each district, making it easier to main-
tain and update, and all system computer resources are
available for applications to run, leading to low comput-
ing costs and high reliability. Computationally intensive
power system analysis applications, such as optimal load
ows [2], state estimation, security analysis [3], stability
analysis [4], load forecasting, etc., can be decomposed into
several subtasks according to districts. These subtasks are
solved in parallel on each district's local data by machines
on the corresponding district, and then coordinated on the
system control center. This is feasible since only small
amounts of data need to be exchanged among the di�erent
districts, resulting in speed-up to meet higher computa-
tional requirements.
Load forecasting is one of the EMS functions of partic-

ular importance in electric spot markets. Hence, the next

section describes the implementation of a web-base dis-
tributed short-term load forecasting application to show
the feasibility and advantages of web-based computing for
power system applications.

IV. Web-based Distributed Short-term Load

Forecasting

A. Short Term Load Forecasting

Power system short-term load forecasting is an impor-
tant EMS function aimed at predicting system load with
a lead time ranging from 15 minutes to one or seven days
[14]. Since this is the basic resource for predicting the sys-
tem's future load data, it is needed for scheduling of power
systems, which is particularly important in electric spot
markets to schedule day-ahead and/or hour-ahead power
exchanges. Accurate load forecasting does not only provide
timely information to operate power systems economically
and reliably, but is certainly crucial to determine electric-
ity prices in energy brokerage schemes.
At present, load forecasting is mainly performed at the

main system control center, and complete and accurate
system information is di�cult to obtain. To speed up the
process and generate more accurate load forecasts, espe-
cially in large systems, parallelism can be readily intro-
duced by using the natural system division by districts to
carry out the necessary computations. Load forecasting
can be performed in this case using distributed processing,
generating the total system load forecast based on the load
forecast generated by each district �rst.
The weighted multi-model method is exploited here to

forecast the district load; this method is based on using
weighting factors corresponding to the forecasting time to
predict the load [14]. In practice, any forecasting method
such as time series, linear regression, expert systems, arti-
�cial neural networks, can be used. Since the relationship
between the load and its factors is complex and non-linear,
the accuracy of the di�erent methods is basically system
dependent. Notice that it is certainly feasible to have a dif-
ferent load forecasting method for each district; this way,
districts can use their own existing load forecasting pro-
grams with only small changes. Here we use the same
simple and e�cient model to forecast the load for each
district.

B. Implementation

1) ArchitectureThe web-based distributed load forecast-
ing is con�gured as a Master/Slave concurrent program,
using the familiar client/server paradigms. A block di-
agram of the chosen architecture is depicted in Fig. 5.
Master and slaves reside in di�erent virtual machines, and
these machines are connected through an Intranet or the
Internet. The load forecasting is decomposed based on
districts. The master is located at the system control cen-
ter and the slaves are located at the district centers. The
forecast entity for each district is encapsulated in a slave
process, and each slave works on its own local data ob-
tained from district SCADA and other historical data re-
sources.
Java is chosen as the implementation platform. A Java

applet is used as the graphic user interface to enable real-
time interaction with the system and to display the fore-
casting result.
2) Concurrency The master invokes slaves to do district-

wise load forecasting concurrently. Multi-threadding is
used to allow concurrency in execution; the parent thread
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Fig. 5. Web-based distributed short-term load forecasting architec-
ture.

on the master generates the child threads, and each child
thread invokes the district load forecasting on a slave.
These child threads run asynchronously since there is no
communication among them.
3) Synchronization In order to keep the system consis-

tency, the slaves need to synchronize with the master. Con-
trol messages are sent from the master to the slaves; the
slaves take action depending on the type of message re-
ceived. The master waits until all slaves �nish their com-
putations and return results, and then generates the whole
system forecasting results.
4) Message Passing Message passing is used for the mas-

ter and slaves to share data and also to maintain synchro-
nization between them. The master sends control messages
and system-wide information to the slaves and invokes the
forecasting program on each slave; after the salves are done
processing, they return the district forecasting results to
the master. Since master and slaves reside on di�erent
virtual machines, remote interfaces and remote objects are
created on each slave, as shown in Fig. 6. The master
gets remote references to remote objects in the slaves and
then invokes methods that are responsible for district load
forecasting. Java RMI provides the mechanism by which
master and slaves can communicate and pass information
back and forth.

C. Performance and Result

The web-based distributed short term load forecasting
proposed here has been tested on a LAN network of up
to 6 SUN 170-UltraSparcs workstations, one working as a
master and the others as slaves; performance tests were
done by varying the number of slaves. To simplify the
implementation, the district systems represented at each
slave were all assumed to be the same. The data for all
these systems correspond to the distribution system data
of the Jiangsu Province in China.
The resulting execution times are listed in Table I. From

the results, we can see that the use of increasing number
of slaves does not lead to a signi�cant increase in the exe-

Remote Interface

Public interface Forecast extends Remote{
ForeDay executeForecast (Control c) 

                                 throws RemoteException;
}

public interface Control extends Serializable {
//interface of control function

}

Remote Object

Public class DistrictForecast extends UnicastRemoteObject 
implements Forecast{

…
public ForeDay executeForecast(Control c){

//district load forecasting
}
public static void main(String[] args){

…
//bind a name

}
}

Fig. 6. Remote interface and remote object.

TABLE I

Execution Time

Number of slaves Execution time (ms)
2 335
3 339
4 353
5 359

cution time, as expected. The processing burden on each
machine is nearly even and just a small amount of Inter-
process Communication (IPC) time is required. This is
a typical coarse-grained parallel process, since communi-
cation cost is much less than the computation cost, and
hence very suitable for distributed implementations.
Given the fact that the system used for these tests is con-

cocted from repeating the same distribution system data
several times, it is not possible to test the accuracy of the
proposed load forecasting technique. However, compared
to traditional centralized load forecasting, the web-based
distributed load forecasting is expected to achieve higher
forecasting accuracy, as district historical data used is typ-
ically more complete and up-to-date than centralized data.

V. Conclusions

This paper discusses the possible use of web-based com-
puting, which is based on well-developed Internet proto-
cols, distributed processing and Java programming lan-
guage, for power system applications. The advantages of
using web-based computing are highlighted in view of the
distributed nature of large power grids. A new web-based
distributed load forecasting application is implemented
and tested, demonstrating its advantages over centralized



forecasting, especially in large systems and new open mar-
ket environments, where market participants need load
forecasting with higher accuracy and speed.
To use web-based computing in real power systems, we

need fast, reliable and secure networks and computing plat-
forms. Current programs written in Java are not fast
enough to satisfy the real-time requirements of some power
system applications. Furthermore, there is a need for de-
veloping more e�cient and suitable algorithms for web-
based distributed implementation of power system appli-
cations.
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